
Droids D6 / Organic decimator

Name: Organic decimator

Creator: Techno Union

Sensor color: Red

Dexterity: 1D

         Energy Tentacles 4D

Knowledge: 1D

         Intimidation: 4D

Mechanical: 1D

Perception:1D

         Search 4D

Strength: 2D

Technical: 1D

Equipped with:

         Single Photoreceptor (Human Range)

         Audio Sensors (Human Range)

         Basic Vocabulator

         Repulsorlift

         Laser cutter: (3D damage), can be used to cut through blast doors and bulkheads, taking 1 round

for each dice the door or bulkhead has to resist damage.

         Energy tentacles (12): (4D damage each tentacle), the Organic decimator upon entering a room

with targets to destroy emits it's 12 energy tentacles which search the room for targets (using Search), as

it locates each, the tentacles lock on and make multiple attacks against the target using the coordination

rules (+1 pip to hit or damage for each tentacle, up to a maximum of 7D+2 damage). This weapon has

only one range category, and will only work on targets within 20 meters.

Move: 6

Description: The organic decimator was a droid used by Skakoan scientists working with the Separatist

Alliance. It used energy tentacles to search for organic matter. The droid had a small, circular frame, and

a single red photoreceptor.

The organic decimator made use of three noteworthy pieces of equipment. The first was the widely-used

repulsorlifts. The droid had two built into the underside of its spherical frame. The organic decimator also

made use of twelve energy tendrils that were purple in hue and emitted from six laser-emitters on the top

and bottom of the droid. When one tentacle located organic matter, the others closed in and vaporized it.

If no organic material was found after fifteen seconds, however, the decimator would automatically switch

off. It also had a laser cutter capable of burning through solid metal.



A decimator was sent by Wat Tambor to try to kill Jedi General Anakin Skywalker, Clone Captain Rex,

and Clone Force 99 during their mission to rescue ARC trooper Echo from Skako Minor. However, due to

being experimented on by the Techno Union, Echo had gained extensive knowledge of Purkoll through

the central computer, allowing him to locate and open an exhaust vent that he, Skywalker, and the other

clones escaped through just as the decimator was burning a hole through the doors. Before they

escaped, Wrecker placed several thermal detonators in the room. The decimator's energy tentacles

headed towards Wrecker, but Skywalker was able to lift him out of the lab and into the vent before he

could be detected. Detecting no organic matter, the decimator shut down moments before it was

destroyed when Wrecker's explosives blew up the lab. 
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